Size-guided multi-seed heuristic method for geometry optimization of clusters: Application to benzene clusters.
Since searching for the global minimum on the potential energy surface of a cluster is very difficult, many geometry optimization methods have been proposed, in which initial geometries are randomly generated and subsequently improved with different algorithms. In this study, a size-guided multi-seed heuristic method is developed and applied to benzene clusters. It produces initial configurations of the cluster with n molecules from the lowest-energy configurations of the cluster with n - 1 molecules (seeds). The initial geometries are further optimized with the geometrical perturbations previously used for molecular clusters. These steps are repeated until the size n satisfies a predefined one. The method locates putative global minima of benzene clusters with up to 65 molecules. The performance of the method is discussed using the computational cost, rates to locate the global minima, and energies of initial geometries. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.